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I do hope you have all had a lovely festive
period and I would like to wish you a happy
and prosperous New Year.
Well another year has passed by in the blink
of an eye and I know many of you are now
starting to think of your holiday plans for 2014
and beyond. To give you some inspiration we
have written about a number of ideas that
will hopefully make you want to dust off the
suitcase and get the sunscreen out.
Our destination feature this time around is
on India and some of the more undiscovered
areas. India really is a most fascinating country
and one that has to be seen ﬁrst-hand to
properly understand its cultural heritage and
the diversity and warmth of its people.

We are often asked to arrange a trip to
celebrate a special occasion. With this in
mind we have included some suggestions for
that ‘once in a lifetime’ trip, be it to mark a
milestone or to fulﬁl a lifelong dream, please
call us and let us try and turn it into reality.
Twin Centre holidays are a great way of
combining two different experiences together.
You will read about 4 great suggestions,
however as always we offer a bespoke design
service, tell us what you like and what time
of the year and we will happily propose some
options for you.
For families or the young at heart we have
included a feature on some of the lesser known
worldwide theme parks. These can be done as
a stand-alone trip or incorporated into a much
larger itinerary.
Finally I would also like to take this
opportunity to remind you that Ashdown
Travel operate a 24-hour emergency service
to give you full peace of mind on your travels.
We hold licenses for ABTA, IATA, & ATOL
which means that you can be sure that your
monies are fully protected as well as receiving
an award winning service.
I do hope you enjoy reading this newsletter
and that we can be of service to you again soon.
Kind Regards,
Nick Samuels, Director
nick@ashdowntravel.co.uk
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Welcome to our latest newsletter!

BA New Routes
For many years the idyllic Cyclades islands of Santorini and Mykonos have only been accessible
using low-cost flying options. For summer 2014 British Airways are launching flights directly from
Heathrow to both islands. These stunning destinations are blessed with fabulous hotels and dining
options and of course some of the most crystal clear waters you find anywhere in the world.

Battleﬁeld Memorial Tours
2014 signiﬁes the 100 year anniversary of the First World War. To coincide with this milestone date,
Leger Holidays have produced a Battleﬁeld Brochure which includes 13 new tours and seven are linked
to either the anniversary of the start of the First World War, or the 70th anniversary of key military
operations in the Second World War. Call us now for a copy.

New Kenyan Game Reserve
Whenever Virgin Limited Edition opens a new property it is always extremely hot news and in the
summer of 2013, Mahali Mazuri opened its doors. It’s located in the Motorogi Conservancy in the
Masai Mara in Kenya and has 12 unique tents which have all been named after one of the 12 Masai
tribes located in the area. All meals, drinks and game drives are included and for a world class safari
experience then this will definitely tick all the boxes.
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Do I really want to go
to India?
Well, that depends. Do you like culture, heritage,
people? Do you like stunning architecture,
monuments or breathtaking scenery? Do you
like Jungle Book wildlife, bustling markets,
colours, spices and food? If you found yourself
nodding at even one of these, then the answer
may be: Yes!!
Not everyone will love everything about India.
It is a complex country where all logic fails. For
some it may be an unwelcome invasion to all your
senses and of course the poverty is confronting
but with the right mindset India has something to
captivate even the most sceptical soul.
It is a melting point of colours, sights, sounds

and aromas and is a wonderfully diverse land
where the ancient and the modern exist side by
side. Be enriched by its culture and tradition,
palaces, temples and monasteries, whilst colourful
festivals and culinary delights will awaken the
senses. Looking out of the window of your car or
train is like watching a movie going by, there is
never a dull moment wherever you look.

When to go?
India has various climatic zones. Generally mid
September to April is the best time to visit the
majority of India when the weather is normally
dry. Late April, May, and June are extremely hot.
Then the monsoon usually breaks in mid June in
South India and travels slowly north throughout

the summer months until the end of August, when
you may pick up good offers however the rainfall
can be high. North India has dry heat throughout
the year with more diverse temperatures ranging
from searing heat to freezing cold from midDecember to mid-January, when there can be
fog in Delhi and surrounding areas. South India
is humid throughout the year and has a more
tropical climate.

North India & Rajasthan
A colourful land of heritage and contrasts,
Rajasthan and the north stretches through the
vast Thar Desert, ancient Aravalli mountain range
and central plains to the mighty Ganges River.
Steeped in 5,000 years of history and tradition,

‘India’s Heartland’ embraces the modern whilst
maintaining its rich heritage. Discover bustling
cities rich in history and culture with vibrant
architecture: the wondrous Taj Mahal; the Pink
City of Jaipur; the city of lakes, Udaipur; and the
Blue City of Jodhpur. Be inspired by magniﬁcent
monuments, shimmering lakes, ancient ghats,
lively bazaars, traditional holy temples and historic
forts, and a sea of welcoming faces in traditional
colourful dresses.
There is nothing quite like sitting on a boat
on the sacred River Ganges in Varanasi, with
the sound of bells, chants and prayers, and
shimmering reflections of the candles and oil
lamps evoking India’s deep sense of belief and
spirituality.
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Backwaters & Southern India
Slower, relaxed, and exotic, welcome to the
beguiling Keralan backwaters. Where ﬂower sellers
sell garlands and women ﬂoat past in bright saris
with jasmine in their hair. Cruise through ancient
waterways surrounded by tropical vegetation and
small settlements on a houseboat on Vembanad
Lake where you will see village life up close and
experience the extraordinary natural beauty of this
southern State. India’s south is notably different, life
goes at a slower pace and with a history dating back
over 3000 years, it is steeped in tradition.
The Lotus is one of the best houseboats in
Kerala with good quality accommodation, a large
panoramic window, private balcony or open deck,

and great service and food on board. Cruise lazily
through the backwaters in the north of the State
criss-crossing the network of rivers past paddy
ﬁelds and palm lined waters. This is truly the best
way to explore Kerala!
The port city of Cochin is the gateway to the
region, and it has drawn traders for centuries, all
leaving their mark such as the iconic Chinese
ﬁshing nets that line the edge of the extensive
waterways to this day. Further south the beaches
of Kerala provide welcome relaxation after a busy
touring itinerary. Kovalam is one of the better
known but we really like Mararikulam as a smaller,
less touristy ﬁshing village with beautiful beaches.

Jungle & Safari
The tiger, one of the most beautiful animals on this
planet, is only seen wild in India. It is also home to
350 species of mammals, 1,300 bird species, a great
number of reptiles, amphibians, insects and a wide
range of ﬂora. It is a land of variety and diversity
in every aspect: from the high altitude forest of the
Himalayas; the ﬂood plains of the northeastern
rivers; the expanse of deserts in the west; the
deciduous forests of central India; to the mysterious
jungles and evergreen mountains of south India.
These various habitats are inevitably home to just as
diverse a collection of wildlife and you never know
who is waiting for you on the next turn! Another
interesting aspect of Indian wildlife is tracking and
it is an amazing experience to see the local experts
and guides ﬁnding animals by their pugmarks and
calls. And for keen photographers it is deﬁnitely a
great destination with the various types of forest
creating unforgettable backdrops. The experience

of riding an elephant, whilst searching for a tiger, is
something you will never forget.
In Kanha and Bandhavgarh it is common to
see Royal Bengal Tigers, leopards, sloth bears. They
are a wildlifer’s paradise, particularly Bandhavgarh,
which is famous for tiger sightings, being a small
park with a high density of tigers.
Satpura National Park is gaining popularity
for unique safari experiences on foot, canoe or
elephant.This is the only park in India where night
safaris are possible. There is great birdlife and more
opportunities to see sloth bear and leopards.
Ranthambore National Park ﬁts in very well
with the Golden Triangle and Rajasthan. Although
never guaranteed, there have been great sighting of
tigers and leopard this season.
Many national parks are closed from July through
to September for breeding season but just ask us and
we can help with the best way to plan the itinerary.
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Trekking to Machu Pichu, Peru Staying at the ICEHOTEL ,
The image of Machu Picchu is iconic the worldover... and it does not disappoint. Nothing can quite
compare to your ﬁrst breathtaking glimpse, be in
bright sunlight or through wispy swirling clouds.
With Huayna Picchu towering overhead and the
lush jungle-clad slopes forming a majestic backdrop,
this is one of South America’s most magical sights.
Inaccessible by road, this ancient Inca citadel was
rediscovered in 1911 by American archaeologist
Hiram Bingham, and can only by reached by foot

Swedish Lapland

This is the 23rd time that the ICEHOTEL
will materialise from the frozen waters of the
Thorne River. Each year the uniquely translucent
turquoise ice is morphed into a hotel, producing an
extraordinary piece of frozen art and placing it on
countless must-stay lists. Each year’s design differs,
the ﬁnal detail being revealed only when the last
ice block is in place and the last bedroom ﬁnished.

Helicopter ride over the
Grand Canyon, USA
One of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World,
the Grand Canyon was carved by the Colorado
River over millions of years. Its renowned for its
size and for the beauty of the many colours of
rock strata that are exposed in the canyon walls.
Given its enormous scale, one of the best ways

to take in the sheer expanse is from the air. Take
a thrilling helicopter ride for an unforgettable
experience soaring over the breathtaking vista and
then swooping into the canyon for a closer look
at the striking colours and diverse layers. Combine
with the bright lights of Las Vegas for the chance to
hit the jackpot and make even more dreams come
true!

Blue Marine, photo by Paulina Holmgren

or by train. The journey is an experience in itself
through steep valleys and spectacular snow peaked
Andean mountains. The citadel is vast so take time
to explore the staircases, terraces and temples along
with intricate masonry.
Peru is a treasure trove of unforgettable
experiences and with the Sacred Valley, Lake
Titicaca, the capital Lima and more, combined
with colourful indigenous cultures and amazing
food, you truly have all the ingredients for a trip
of a lifetime.

The hotel consists of the ICEBAR, an art gallery,
consecrated chapel, ‘Hall of Pillars’ and a choice of
snow rooms, ice rooms and elegantly sculpted art
suites.You’ll sleep in special thermal Arctic sleeping
bags on beds topped with reindeer skins. But
sleeping on ice is just one of the experiences that
you can tick off your bucket list – muster your own
team of huskies, snowmobile across frozen lakes in
search of the Northern Lights, reproduce a Top Gear
moment with a turbo charged drive around an ice
test track, or sculpture your own piece of ice art.

Swimming with Whale Sharks,
Ningaloo Reef, Australia
There are very few places that you can swim with
the world’s biggest ﬁsh, the whale shark. Ningaloo
Marine Park, along Western Australia’s north-west
coast gives one of the best opportunities to get up
close and personal with these gentle giants as they
gather every year between April and July to feed on
the spawning coral. It’s a once in a lifetime, thrilling
experience but there is also something very serene

about gliding through the water and seeing the
slow ﬂicks of its tail propelling it at a pace which
shows off its jaw-dropping size, they grow to up to
14 metres in length, its open mouth an enormous
O, an infectious expression mirrored by the lucky
snorkellers. Stay at the unique Sal Salis tented
camp for a true wild bush luxury experience. Nine
spacious wilderness tents are just metres from
the water’s edge and the world’s greatest fringing
coastal coral reef, from which they operate whale
shark swims twice a week in season.
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Istanbul and Bodrum
For a fabulous two centre option why not consider
the following in Turkey, there are hotels to suit every
taste and budget.
Istanbul is a mysteriously intriguing city where
east meets west, old meets new. It’s Turkey’s largest
city measuring roughly 7 miles by 7 miles and
encompassing a collection of diverse areas. In the Old
City, the ancient districts of Sultanahmet, Beyazit and
Eminonu perhaps hold the greatest allure for tourists,
owing to their high concentrations of world-famous
historic buildings. On the opposite shore of the Strait
lies the Asian side of Istanbul, which is less developed
and more relaxed. This mixture of old and new

reminds the visitor that this is not a museum, but a
living, evolving community and the country’s focus
of trade, enterprise and commerce.
A short ﬂight from Istanbul brings you to the
lovely coastal resort of Bodrum.The waterfront is the
main attraction, stretching out on both sides of an
abrupt headland on which sits the striking medieval
St. Peter’s Castle. To the west is the almost circular,
enclosed harbour and marina with its ﬂeet of charter
yachts; to the east is a more open bay with a narrow
beach and more boats, plus restaurants built directly
above the lapping waves. The centre is a knot of
streets and alleyways immediately inland from the
castle. Easily accessible are Ephesus and Pamukkale
both Unesco World Heritage Centres.

The vibrancy of New York combined with the
sheer laid back beauty of Bermuda make a perfect
combination for a holiday.
New York really is the city that doesn’t sleep.
Whatever you look for in a city, New York has
it and more! There are world class shops, bars,
restaurants, theatres and hotels to suit every taste
and budget. Most hotels are located in Midtown
Manhattan, with the Empire State Building and
more mainstream shopping.Yet a lot of the unique
character and history are found downtown in the
trendy areas of Greenwich Village, East Village,
SoHo and TriBeCa. Add to this helicopter tours
around the statue of liberty or a leisurely horse and
carriage ride around Central Park and you have the
perfect city break.

A two hour ﬂight from New York takes you
to the stunning island of Bermuda. Located in
the Atlantic, it is a sun-seeker’s dream with its
pink sand beaches and exclusive resorts making
it popular with anyone looking for some really
serious R&R. The island’s hook shape creates a
series of sheltered coves for the islets in the south
which are complemented by coral reefs, creating
perfect conditions for world-class snorkelling and
diving, especially at Paget Beach and Southampton
Parish. Internationally recognised golf courses offer
challenges for the most serious players and the
capital Hamilton offers excellent shopping should
you still be in need of some retail therapy.
Nick, Anne and Linda have all been to Bermuda
and New York and would be happy to chat through
the options with you.
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Hong Kong and Bali
Combine the frenetic buzz of one the world’s most
vibrant cities with the magical Indonesian island of Bali.
Hong Kong is alive night and day. The iconic
skyline frames the famous harbour with soaring
towers everywhere you look. In contrast, ancient junks
criss-cross the harbour and you can still commute on
the Star Ferry for the equivalent of about 20 pence!
In a warren of side streets you will see small cottage
industries and little Tao temples as well as evidence
of its Colonial past, shoulder to shoulder with 21st
Century modernity. Don’t miss taking a tram up to
Victoria Peak for incredible views past the skyscrapers
to the green hills of the New Territories. Also don’t
miss the countless markets to pick up a bargain, from
Stanley on the south side of the Island, to the Ladies
Market and Temple Street Night Market in Kowloon.
Bali, by contrast, offers an exotic mix of ancient
culture, beautiful sandy beaches, hypnotic gamelan
music, and bright bursts of colourful bougainvillea,
frangipani, hibiscus, and jasmine everywhere you
look, making it the perfect antidote to the bustle of
Hong Kong. There are numerous beaches to choose,
from Sanur in the east, Nusa Dua and Jimbaran in
the south, to the popular resorts of Kuta and stylish
Seminyak, stretching along the sunset coast. We
always recommend venturing inland to the town of
Ubud for its great markets, art galleries, scenic rice
terraces, and ancient temples.

Safari and Mauritius
Safari and beach are a classic twin centre holiday
combination, and South Africa and Mauritius
are perfect destination partners. Daily ﬂights to
Johannesburg and just an hour’s onward ﬂight to
safari areas means you can be gazing across the
veldt, sundowner in hand, less than 24 hours from
leaving London.
Sabi Sands Game Reserve, adjacent to Kruger
National Park, is home to some beautiful lodges
with great game viewing; we always get amazing
feedback from Ulusaba and Leopard Hills. The
malaria-free Madikwe Game Reserve on the

Botswana border is also home to the Big Five as
well as a thriving wild dog population and abundant
bird species. Again, there are great lodges for both
the couples and family market such as Makanyane
Safari Lodge and Madikwe Hills.
After your exhilarating game experience,
relax on the 4 hour ﬂight from Johannesburg
to the beautiful island of Mauritius. Mauritius
delivers the iconic palm trees on golden sand
beach image but with great service and style.
We know many resorts ﬁrst hand, a handful of
our favourites include Shandrani, Dinarobin, Le
Paradis, The Royal Palm, Le Touessrok, and Sugar
Beach – trust us, there is a resort for you!
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Think of theme parks and Orlando immediately
springs to mind! And with 6 world leading
theme parks between them, Disney and Universal
are synonymous with thrills and spills. What you
may not realise is that as well as being located in
California, Florida and Paris, Disney have parks
in Hong Kong and Tokyo; and Universal are in
Singapore and Osaka too!
Of course there are many other fabulous
parks in the USA, with the Six Flags theme
parks spanning the country with 3 in California,
3 in Texas, 2 in Georgia as well as parks near
Chicago, Washington, and Boston to name
but a few. They are constantly introducing
new rides, or innovating old ones – at Magic
Mountain in Los Angeles for 2014 Batman The
Ride will run backwards, meaning you can’t see
what’s coming next, will it be a hairpin turn or
a vertical loop?! This unpredictability will be

thrilling for coaster aficionados!
In Australia, in the Gold Coast area, families
could enjoy several days of fun at Warner
Bros Movie World, Sea World Theme Park and
Dreamworld.
Looking for a stopover with a difference?
Why not try a few days in Abu Dhabi and
visit Ferrari World, the world largest indoor
amusement park and home to the fastest roller
coaster in the world! With high tech thrill rides,
4D experiences, and rides for the younger visitor
too, there is something for all the family at this
unique park.
Closer to home, Europe offers a myriad of
lesser known parks that provide an exhilarating
day out nonetheless. Located on the eastern
shore of Lake Garda at Castelnuovo del Garda,
Gardaland has 32 rides including 6 rollercoasters
and is always a winning day out for families.
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Europa-Park, situated 50km south of
Strasbourg, is the largest theme park in Germany
and hosts an elaborately themed park featuring
13 European themed areas with more than 100
attractions. Each country has rides themed to
that nation, for example, in the Greece themed
land, you can transport yourself between heaven
and earth on the Poseidon, a mixture of highspeed roller coasters and water rides. The park
has good capacity with short queue time thanks
to great operating efﬁciency!
Situated in the middle of Copenhagen is
two parks in one, the Tivoli Gardens – famous
amusement park and pleasure garden. Having
opened in 1843 it is proudly the second oldest
amusement park in the world and received over
4 million visitors in 2012, making it the fourth
most visited in Europe. Its lasting appeal is

because Tivoli truly has something for everyone
from quality restaurants and beautiful gardens
to exciting rides, but probably is best known for
the wooden roller coaster, Rutschebanen, an ACE
Coaster Classic built in 1914. Tivoli is also home
to the world’s tallest carousel at 80m high, The
Star Flyer, boasting panoramic views of the city.
Efteling is the largest theme park in the
Netherlands and again is one of the oldest theme
parks in the world, and for many is truly one of
the most beautiful in the world. The park brings
well-known Fairytales to life with its forest
scenes, rides and attractions. Children will adore
the walk through the Fairytale Forest which
is ﬁlled with full-size characters and animated
scenery including Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, Little Red Riding Hood and Sleeping
Beauty in her castle.
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Cuba by Sue
Following a direct ﬂight from Gatwick to Havana on
Virgin Atlantic we were transferred to the boutique
Hotel Saratoga, situated in the historic city centre.
There are fabulous views from the rooftop terrace of
the Old City, declared a UNESCO World Heritage
site in 1982.
Our ﬁrst day consisted of rides in four famous
forms of transport. First, a ride in a GAZ M14 Chaika
belonging to Fidel’s ﬂeet, to the famous cigar factory
where the best cigars in the world are rolled by the
skilled hands of the “Torcedores”. Next a horsedrawn carriage took us to the harbour area, and then
a fun ride in a Cocotaxi, Havana’s Tuc Tuc. Finally we
were driven in the famous classic cars, to the iconic
Hotel Nacional to enjoy a traditional Mojito!
Although Cuba is not known for its culinary
delights, we did experience some fabulous restaurants
known as Paladares. “La Esperenza” is one of the most
beautiful and exclusive, in a private residence, dining
in the owner’s living area.There are no menus, just an
explanation from the host as to what’s on offer! In the
evening you can visit the famous Tropicana Cabaret,
founded in 1939, in a beautiful garden setting, with
over 200 artists dancing to the rhythms of Cuban
music; and a visit to Hemingway’s Bodeguita is a
must, in fact he still leans on the end of the bar!

Trains have been an important part of Cuba for
a century, the Hershey train is a relic of this time,
the railway line being built in 1916 by the American
chocolate manufacturer Hershey, and it takes you
through typical Cuban landscapes.
It’s easy to combine a twin stay of its historic city
with a beach stay. Varadero is approximately 140kms
from Havana so a good option and probably the most
well-known of the beach resorts and we stayed at the
adult-only Paradisus Del Mar. Trinidad, on the south
side of the island, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site
where locals ride the cobbled streets on horseback
and music is in abundance.The leading hotel there is
the Iberostar Grand Hotel Trinidad, a boutique hotel
with a colonial touch situated near the main square.
Cayo Santa Maria was my favourite beach, situated
on the north of the island, and the Melia Buena Vista
is an adult only all-inclusive property situated on a
lovely pale sandy beach.
Cuba was a real insight for me, to learn of the life
of Che Guevara and visit the impressive monument
and museum. The countryside is like going back in
time where families travel around in horse and cart
and the farmers still use oxen to plough the land.
Havana shows many scars with beautiful old buildings
left neglected. A programme to regenerate them to
their former glory is currently in place and when that
happens Cuba will change, now is the time to visit.
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